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COMBIEN ? What date ?  How mANY ?  

UST TO BE CLEAR: THE FIRST THREE EXAMPLES ARE ALL INCORRECT. 
THIS IS WHAT HAPPENS OVER A PERIOD OF TIME,  LIKE "CHINESE WHISPERS" 
THEN, WHEN YOU GET TO THE FOURTH EXAMPLE, THE ORIGINAL, YOU WILL NOTICE MANY 
DIFFERENCES.  AS MANY ALTERATIONS AS THERE ARE SHOWN HERE – WILL BE SEEN IN AS MANY 

DIFFERENT "TRANSLATIONS" WHICH APPEAR IN CURRENT TIMES  … THIS IS WHAT 6 100 WAS ALL ABOUT 
 

6 100 LEGIS CANTIO CONTRA INEPTOS CRITICOS 
INCANTATION OF THE LAW AGAINST INEPT "EXPERTS" 

 

1 - 7.     example one; quatrain altered 
Tard arrivé l'execution fai[c]te, 
Le vent contraire, lettres au chemin pri[n]ses: 
Les conjurez XIIII d'une [dune L.] secte, 

      Par le Rosseau semez les entrepri[n]ses 
A standard version in current times : [what it has become] 

I – 7                 example two 
Tard arriué l'execution faiʌte, 
Le vent contraire, lettres au chemin prinses 
Les coniurez quatorze d'vne fecte, 
Par le Rosseau senez les entreprinses. 

www.maar.us/nostradamus_quatrains_ 

                                                                                                  example three 

C1  Q7  (1 7 3 2 the date in the Preface)    2013 June (orJuly) 
1 Tard arrive l'execution faicte,  
2 Le vent contraire lettres aux chemin prinses: 

3 Les conjurez xiiii d'une secte: 
4 Par le Rousseau semez les entreprinses.            Cheetham 

Same date as 1366 in the binary disc crop 'circle' next page 
Arrived too late, the act has been done. 
The wind (Ruach) was against them, letters intercepted on their way. 
The conspirators were fourteen of one sect(ion) [but who were they?] 
By the Red ones  [Eridanu]  shall these enterprises be undertaken.  

ROMAN NUMERALS Line 3:  Minuscule (lower case) letters were developed in the Middle Ages, well after the demise of the 

Western Roman Empire, and lower-case versions of Roman numbers are now also commonly used: I, ii, iii, iv, etc. In the Middle 
Ages, a j was sometimes substituted for the final I of a number, such as iij for 3 or vij for 7. This j was considered a swash variant 
of i. The use of a final j is still used in medical prescriptions to prevent tampering with or misinterpretation of a number after it is 
written  Wiki  …  and this is how Nostradamus has HIDDEN THE INFORMATION IN PLAIN SIGHT           

conjurez  to bring about – to turn around. The hint was given by the addition of the word 
"combien" under this quatrain  – a thing completely ignored for whatever reason 
A number 13 in the month of "j". If "13" is a year it can only be 2013, or 3013 
Why would people take it upon themselves to alter something … so important a detail? 
This discovery was made when working on Line 4.  Combien: "whate date"? or "how much"? 

 

Line 4.  THE ORIGINAL ~ note the word "dune". It is Latin. Meaning: "Assuredly turns twice" 

 

 

Arrived too late the deed already done –   Who? The Androm.Cncl 
The contrary wind, way of learning removed         (see ill. next pg 
Bringing about the two turnings separately      June|July 2013  |3013 
The enterprises undertaken by the Red Ones   [Erid.anu  the U.N.] 
What date? How many? 

Line 3  conjurez:  to bring about    Combien – on what day, to what extent, how much 
   Dune  LATIN:  du                   PREFIX                              

two (numerical prefix); 
n.e                  V      2 1 PRES ACTIVE  IMP 2 S     
neo, nere, nevi, netus  V   [XXXCX]   
spin; weave; produce by spinning, turning 
ne                   ADV    POS                          
ne  ADV   [XXXAX]   
not; (intro clause of purpose with subj verb); [ne....quidem => 
not even]; 

truely, indeed, verily, assuredly; (particle of assurance)   TWO TURNS 

sect.e              VPAR   1 1 VOC S M PERF PASSIVE PPL 
seco, secare, secui, sectus  V  TRANS   [XXXAO]   

cut, sever; decide; divide in two/halve/split; slice/chop/cut up/carve; 
detach  to section off   THE HEMISPHERES from where they were 
 

xiiij. June 13th – a date in the Preface to Cesar/ adding 177 years. 3 
months 11 days to Publication date March 1 1555 = 1732  June 13th  
Cent. 1 Quatrain 7 Line 3 Word 2 Conjurez:  Bringing about xiiij  
June in 2013?   This is the same date in the binary coded disc of 
the Alien Crop circle EE [greys] LIE 1366E.  2013  June. 6  (the 
Unholy 6? The  SEX [Lat] of  4 27) to LIE  EARTH (down) 
 

1 7 4 Par le Rousseau semez les entreprinses. (Cheetham/Webber 
USES  PERSIANS ~ ROLE  REPRESENTS  UNEASE  
false flag. Red Ones are those from Erid.anus/U.N. 
PRINTS  [sky]  RUNE 'S  PALER  ZERO  [orbit]              

ZEN  UP  SEE  SAUUS  [Earth]  PLURAL  ROLLS 
REPENT;  SERPENT.  RELENTS:  AROUSES  EASE of  RAZE  

By the Red ones (U.N.Eridu)  shall these enterprises be undertaken. 
USES  PERSIANS  – Iranians used as pawns in a False flag 
PRINTS the collator publishes what Da Vinci says – that we 
will 'hardly feel it'  (the altering of the TORRENTS/orbits) 

ZEN  UP  Mantric Beings in the heavens. IF humans REPENT 
Serpent (2013?)Will organize an easier "RAZE"  'flatten'  event  

 

1 7 4 PARLEROFFEAUFENEZLESENTREPRINFES  PARLOUS FREEZE - PLANNERS FREE (Earth) FIFTEEN (2015?) the 1366 could be 13th June 
by a 1/6th roll, since the distance given in nautical miles in other lines is about a one sixth turn of the Earth. SERPENT could be the year of  
Also see HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHT *  to understand what the ONE SIXTH IS by two events because the calipers have 2 different sizes 

J 

http://www.maar.us/nostradamus_quatrains_
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lower_case
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Western_Roman_Empire
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swash_%28typography%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medical_prescription
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From the Preface to Cesar: 
"I did not therefore wish to make known its dire import; also fearful that several books which had lain hidden  
for long centuries might be discovered, [the three hidden within the wall cavity of his house ] and of what might 

become of them, after reading them I presented them to Vulcan"   (indicating a fire;  BUT  why not say "FIRE"? 
VULCAN is also the Sun or a volcano. It has to be a MAJOR EARTH SHAKING VOLCANO for mentioning 

4 100  1 De feu celeste au Royal edifice.  (Another clue- remember in ETNA/ATEN? An asteroid sets of the volcanic basin… 

SELECT EDIFICE ~ (the 'edifice' of the Hidden Texts)  … and Malta is "extinguished" 

DELAY FEED YOUR IDEAL ICE  FIELD CLUE        (in January 2009 this was found)        

"And while it devoured them, the flame licking the air gave out such an unexpected light, clearer than that of an 
ordinary flame and resembling fire from some flashing cataclysm, and suddenly illumined the house (mansion      
of a zodiac = a constellation or the Earth herself)  as if it were caught in a furnace".  
"For according to the celestial signs, the Golden Age shall return, and after all calculations, with the 
world near to an all-encompassing revolution"…                                [poles shift]  
 - from the time of writing  177 years 3 months 11 days         Salon,  1 March 1555  

ADDING 177, 3, 11 to March 1 1555  [date of Preface to Cesar] =        1732   June 12/13 
Go to C 1 Q 7 Line 3 WORD 2 and there is THE DATE [the Earth is] "conjured" (brought about) xiiij  = 2013 June 
with the word "combien" under the quatrain in the original! 
June 2013 is also the same date in the binary code on the disc held by the alien grey in a crop 'square'  –  1366E 
In the crop square of August 2002 which shows an Orion Grey holding a binary disc – the message has some unreadable letters.  

They say EE LIE 1366 E. (East or Earth) 1366 ….. 2013 – June – 6 (the "six" could even be the "unholy six" or 6 degrees) 

"EELIE1366E" cannot be "EELRIJUE" or "BELIEVE", like some people 

say, since eleven digits are used to form the binary number "1366".  ASCII 

signs contain only eight digits.  

My guess considering the EELIE1366E is that either there is a hidden crypto 

within the code, or it is a typing mistake, or it is meant to be used as a mantra 

or a spell.   

There is no "bell sound" in the end of the message.  

I have no idea whatsoever why some people say that. 

 J Torben Staehr 

Sweden 

 

1568  This refers to line 2 in 1. 7 "letres" – learning, blown away 

A close up of the letters on the angle of the new axis of earth 

Seems to be “V” & “C” see presage Jan 3 "bronze sun" 

The letters I can read in the book, right hand page, are 

“MA” (in Libra – how appropriate, a balancing act) 

“ET” possibly… “K” or “X” –  “K” is Kappa - Kanuz/Kano of 

Cancer (Scarab) Ursa.  is Aleph (Cassiopeia) and also 

where “X” represents the partnership with J-Rod52/Hero 

The left hand page all that might be readable is  “R” Draco 

1 1 stars, are those in Taurus, including the Pleiades 

Great winds from all directions, and calipers laid down, job done 

Earth surrounded by clouds – a situation mentioned by Da 

Vinci where the oceans “go to the sky” 

Nostradamus died in 1566,  so he must have left this for the 

future 

 

   3  77              contains a reference  to 1 7 2 7 

Le tiers climat foubz Aries comprins 
Lan mil fept cens vingt & fept en Octobre 
Le roy de Perfe par ceux d'Egypte prins; 
Coflict, mort, pte: à la croix grad opprobre.   

 

The third climate [orbit] included under Aries 
The year 1 7 2 7 in October,  go to C.1 Q.7 L.2 W.7 
The King of Persia [Iran] captured by those of  Egypt 
Conflict, death, loss: to the [Templar] cross great shame. 

 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/69/Aleph.svg
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The above quatrain came true in every respect. The year, the month and the details. Yet – the first line does not seem relevant to 
the events, but it still holds the code within codes. We will see if we can get any more clues from them.  C 1 Q 7 Line 2 Word 7   

in the original is 'prinfes'  taken from "prendre" to "take away", to "steal" or to "remove" all  learning in October  
 

 

3.77                The Original quatrain with  YEAR  clue 1 7 2 7   

The third climate  [environs] under Aries comprehended 
[understood – included]  Is this saying ARYAN ?*see vignette 

Either the year 1727  (or the information in 1 7 2 7)   October 
The Iranian leader those of Egypt took/captured 

Conflict, death,  scrutinize  the rising cross discord 

grád = gradient, slope, incline; rate of ascent or descent  

OctobrePerfeEgypte GET BEER, [Brew/May event] OS [Capricorn event] YET BEFORE COPPER [the October event] YET 
CREEPY GREY  TROOP  PRECEPT  (GOT PROBE) – in FEET, [Pisces – 2015?] COPE, GOne BY BEER       (so to cope from 
Pisces  to May) This ties in with Century 1 quatrain 1 Line 1 the original -  which says: 
ENTRUSTS  (trust me) EDUCATES:  (teaching you) Iƒ  [is]  IN  DATE  FIFTEEN.  DIFFERENT   FEET (pun) [Pisces] STATUS.                      
 

*ARYAN ? when Hitler took to book burning (Kristallnacht) because this is about the loss of learning when coupled with 1. 7 
The "third" climate could mean the third season – meaning in Autumn, which is October in the Northern hemisphere. 
This quatrain has in line four an abbreviated word in French: "pte:" Naturally this has not appeared in any modern 
quatrains. This is not a minor inconsequential word, because it means: 

pte abr = pointe pt   nf. point, tip; nib, prong; headland; dig, sally  adj. dotted  v. break, dawn  v. point; check in; 

scrutinize   Pte abr = Porte see  porte  porte nfpl  (environs proches, muraille [rampart/ramp] carried) doors, gates  
 

Means: if Nostradamus wanted to say "point" he could have used the entire word "pointe" (scrutinize) and in usual 
manner of getting two meanings out of one word – he is saying also that death from conflict has arisen as a result 
of the portal/s!  More recently this is becoming clear – that the March 20 2003 attack on Iraq was over gaining 
control of the "star gate" there. Since then the conflict in Afghanistan and in Iran (Persia) has all been about the 
exact same thing. Control over star gates.  There is a sea gate at Aden – which is a no-fly zone, a no shipping area. 
The problem according to Nostradamus, is that these portals are currently open, when they should have been kept 
closed during the current geological turmoil while the Nibiru solar system passes over. Those from Other Worlds are 
using the star gates while they can – and Pandora's box is well and truly open! The last words in this quatrain are 
saying "to the [rising] cross (the planet of crossing, the planet of the Anu who wear the Pheon cross) great scorn" 
All our planets are being disturbed by the passing of the Nibiru solar system; rendering stargate use very dangerous… 
The third reason the word 'pte' has been abbreviated;  is to create the the hidden words within this line… which will 
be done here: 

CONFLICT.MORT.PTE.ALA.CROIX.GRAD.APPROBRE 
CORRECT [vb] PARADOXICAL FROM  BLOTTING PAPER. There will be many of you who will not understand what 
this is saying. Blotting paper shows the words as they were written – in reverse 
BOLDER  GALACTIC  RO  FACTION  EXTRA  RPM  PROP;  CORROBORATING CLIMAX – DRAFT COPPER-PLATE 
  There you have it! Just as I said – this is all about NOT LOSING LEARNING. and the only way to PRESERVE  
information for the distant future is on COPPERPLATE – just as Psunnenes I did when he had under Giza and the 
great pyramid showing the coils, the electric light pole, the heavy water and the battery banks of the star gate under! 
The "bolder galactic faction"  is referring to the Andromeda Council (Ro sky runes) and the "extra rpm prop" is 
about the extra revolutions of our new orbit and or the Earth herself, because the word "prop" means "the normal 
order of everything". The writing in reverse could mean Earth will be turning in reverse (as well as the hidden texts). 
Then to top that off; the line is also giving us a date when this will happen on our plate. COPPER means in October. 
 

 

The Lorraine cross on the left will be 
explained later. The colour blue see 8 6 2 
is Dion.Ysus from Sirius. 
In the name of religion books are being 
burned. This is to keep those who do not 
know the truth from learning the truth. 

They are left to transfer knowledge by 
word of mouth – on the right. 

That is to say – whatever the 'throned' 
person wants people to know, he will tell 

them his version 
 

Comprehending Line 1 of 3. 77 is also illustrated by the golden ratio (between orbits/environs, the third orbit out from the sun 
is Earth) "under" Aries – see the sheep (year of the sheep – 2015) leaping over the golden ratio? In Dan/Scorpio 28/10-Nov 2015 

http://www.wordreference.com/fren/porte
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Here is the golden ratio   "under 
Aries" of 3 77 meaning the third 
orbit (Earth, counting outwards) 

The "flower" refers to Nibiru, this 
crescent may well be our Sun in 
eclipse by Nibiru – in Virgo 

Empty books. There is an owl in the 
spoke free wheel, a date of May 13 – 
June 9 & October 28 – November 24 

The banners are the Milky Way, and this is our view. The one eyed stag is Orion, and the date of Os/Capricorn.   
The star free banner means we are to be in the sack cloth of outer space, minus the means to refer to learning/ 
knowledge. The three "turns" in the banner are three turns of Earth.  The chrone is a woman with no grandchildren 
… which also often means Saturn/Chronus/time.    The lady is not Andromeda the princess nor is she Cassiopeia the 
queen.  She is not  the Virgin since she wears red.  She is a childless woman. They are looking where? Back?  
 

 

 

Empty books again. These are all Lay 
people, ones who need to learn.  
The man they are looking to is in the 
same position they are regarding 
knowledge. On the right are also Lay 

 people – those who do not yet know. 
They are about to find out, because 

they have unwittingly just opened 
Pandora's box (the star gate, black 

wings) without really knowing what 
they are doing.  A mindless child is in 

Authority (holding the staff). 

 

 
 

This method of pinpointing details within other quatrains is extremely sparse, which makes those quatrains 
pinpointed as highly important. In line 2 of 3 77 – the first word says "Lan" which understandably has been taken as 
"l'an" – the year of. Yet Nostradamus has allowed this word to be miss spelled. This has meaning.  When taking the 
word to the Latin – "an" means "either, or" – so he is saying that the ensuing number is "either or" ! So it is either 
the year number – or the quatrain number! The month of October is also strongly mentioned in his letters as being 
the month "of the great translation". This word being meant in the geological term of "translation".     Moving earth 

 

"And it will be in the month of October that the great translation will be made and it will be such that one will think the 
gravity of the earth has lost its natural movement and that it is to be plunged into the abyss of perpetual darkness." 
Epistle (letter of 'history') to King Henri… 
  

much of the Epistle is contradicted in his letter to his young son Cesar; when it came to the real method of making 
his discoveries; in the form of a smoke screen. This has been explained in MARCH PISCES EASTER APRIL on page 1 
and highlighted in 6 98 2 here 

6 98  2 Leur grand cité taincte, faict pestilent: 
 

GRANDEUR  A.A  DICTATE  SEPTIC   (poison) 
NICTITATE  [reptilian]   INFECT   REGULAR   INSECT  
[mosquitoes, tics with]  EPISTATIC   [Lyme's disease] 
FACET  IN  PISTACITE (mineral/Pisces)  LENT      
(this is/was the date planned to commence this facet of 
depopulation, see chemtrail pilot's aerial message May 13 2013 next p 
The different chemtrails must have commenced during Lent 

 EN-TITLES   DETRACTING   EPISTLE  LIST  RULE  

 

Their great city stained, pestilential deed:     chemtrails 
GRANDEUR  A.A  =  Grander Ancient Astronauts 
REGULAR  insect        NOTE  as opposed to Mantis insectoide 
(epistasis) hypostasis: the suppression of a gene by the effect of an 
unrelated gene.  NICTITATE reptiles have eyes with an extra eyelid 
LENT  in 2013 begins FEBRUARY 13 and ends MARCH 30 
EPISTLE   here is where I have been given permission to 
mention the contradictions within the PREFACE to those 
within the Epistle to Henri , which is in the Introduction to 
MARCH PISCES EASTER APRIL 
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1. Chemtrail Pilot Writes "Last Chance" With His Jet ... - Before It's News 
beforeitsnews.com/.../chemtrail-pilot-      -    -      -    -   -   -         
2 days ago – For those who want info on chemtrails but don't want to get jammed up by controlled ops,  
see Bye Bye Blue Sky, and this exc video ... 

 

 
CHEMTRAILS SENT BY DRACO (HYDRA) AND SIRIUS 
 
GREY BIRD DROPPING CHEMTRAILS 
TO DAMAGE THE TREE OF LIFE – DNA 
 
THIS HYDRA STILL HAS BOTH OF ITS HEADS 
INTACT 
 
KHEM the dark, the hidden.  
CHEM - LEO IST DECAN. THE  ESTABLISHED [put in place].   HYDRA 
Chief is Osiris and Hydra, "enemy to be subdued"  
FLEEING  SERPENT. DIES  BY  S CORPION  FROM  LEO 
LEO  IST DECAN - HYDRA.  CHEM. (KHEM)  THE ESTABLISHED 
 
RENDING HYDRA'S FLESH – AQUILON [the Eagle = Scorpio]    
TRODDEN  UNDER FOOT  – HYDRA 

 
 

 
 

remember what I have been saying ?  

(Well, not me - the hidden texts).  

WHEN THE CHEMTRAILS CHANGE 

COLOUR - GET OUT OF THERE.  

They are releasing an agent which will 

CATALYZE something provided in 

recent vaccines.  

Take NOTE of what the message was 4 

days ago sky written by a chemtrail pilot  

LAST CHANCE he wrote 

See  the forum  
CHEMTRAILS & H.A.A.R.P 
and  
MEDICAL VACCINATIONS & 
CHEMTRAILS 
(you can write for the latter  at  
 
hiddentext@live.com.au 
 
and it will be sent 
 
see the "grey bird"? 

 
 

http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2013/05/chemtrail-pilot-writes-last-chance-with-his-jet-above-nyc-2646114.html
mailto:hiddentext@live.com.au
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4 28  2 Soubs l'esplendeur sera forme occulte: 
FORE  ARMS  FOR  FEAR   
SAFER  SLEEP  UNDER     
LOUUEST  P  CULT  FORM    
TELL  U.S  OAFS,  MURDERERS  COME   
BE  LESS  SUBTLE  S.O.S  –  NO SLEEP        

Under the splendor will be a hidden form: shape shifters 
(in Gemini – the first weeks in June, last in May 
(Hide Like a mouse 
(Other Worlders take form. P cult – Peleus/Perseus parasites 
(men in black – brain washed 
LESS SUBTLE S.O.S. a definite plea for help - PRAY 

THE ORIGINAL 4 28 2 

Souz l'efplendeur fera forme occulte =  

COMPEL RESOURCEFUL FEARFUL COFFEE COLOURED E.T. DOZEN UP (ANU) SMALL TURN [of Earth] 
FREEZE (or FREEZE SMALL TURN of Earth) FUEL COMPLETE TURN DAN (in Scorpio) FROZE,  FUELS  O, 
[orbit] RECUR (the 2015 event) 
 4 100 

De feu celeste au Royal edifice. 
Quant la lumiere de Mars defaillira 
Sept mois grand guerre, mort gent de malefice 
Rouen, Eureux au Roi ne faillira. 

 

Of celestial  fire to the Royal edifice 
When the light of Mars will go out 
This speaks of Mars disappearing during the orbit alteration 
Seven months great conflict, people dead through evil 
Rouen, Evreux will not fail the King  

 

Royal Mars  ÖLM  [human fish/Oannes] ARRAYS SOLAR ARMY.  RO [Andromeda council] MORAL RAYS SLAY ARM  [Cepheus the 
reptilian]. RO ARM SLY OAR. LYRA: RAM [SS],  ROSARY 1 AM   (Nov 25 –Dec 22) OS.    SORRY LAMA (either Tibet or South America)  

RouenEureuxRoi  OUR NEW REX I (as a date  it is in Halloween, as a sky rune it is  the serpent holder Ophiuchus & Polar conditions) 
OUR  OXEN [Pleiades] REWIRE.  RIO OWNER RUE EX (former times or partnership – with SS)  EX WORE RUIN in  ORE (Pisces 

 

8 6 1   Charte fulgure à Lyon apparente 
8 6  2  Luisant, print Malte subit sera estainte  Metal ET at  Elm 

LYAEUS  [Dion.ysus] BLUEST  STATELY  ARSENATE 
SUN  IT  SPIRANT -  SUNNY  I  AMULETS   

TILETANUS  [Ravestein's]  SALT (parasitic)TRIBES  SAT  YULE   
ASTATINE  [radioactive]  ASTREA  TAINT  EASTER  

SUBLITERATE  SUBTLETIES   SUBTITLES  (closed former web site)  

Lighting and brightness are seen at Lyons shining,   ETNA/ATEN 
Malta is taken, suddenly it will be extinguished   (by water & lava 
I: Egyptian AMULETS a date and the winged disc of Nibiru 
Amulets plural is spring time, singular means December 23 
SALT  [Perseus]  SAT  at the sun YULE. TILETANUS already dealt  
LYAEUS is Dion.isus is Sirius, now we know who the “azure” 
and “bluest” are.   1 13 3| 3 4 1|5 47 2|5 100 1|9 18 2|9 50 4  

 

SUBLITERATE  SUBTITLES : the SUBTLETIES were lost because I had not found the Original Quatrains at the time. This rendered 
the sub-titles "partly" literate (for the purposes of the Hidden Texts).   Also the 'codes within codes' had not been found either 
METAL ET at  Elm – the Artificial Intelligence (GREATEST DANGER TO EARTH in other lines)  
Elm tree July 15 to July 25    Elm  Sept 2 – Sept 29        ELM  tree January  12 to January 24 (Capricorn – see  A. I. 8 88 pg 6  
  

2 26  4De sang, feux mors noyes de coup de taille. 
DOYEN  SANG  MOX  ILL  DATE   F [2011 Fukushima] 

NOSY CREEDS Exude  Astronomy  
Descensory 
UPDATE  SENSORY  SONY  

COUPLED  DETAIL  SEEDS  YES.NO CODE  [binary]                                              

blood, fires, deaths, drowned by the long-edged blow[slashed](Tectonics)  
MOX  [radiation]  ILL  DATE   F (Alder Tree) Mch 18 –Apl 14 
NOSY CREEDS  those from Enif in Pegasus  
Exude: comes from     Astronomy: the heavens  
Descensory: those which need oil to feed thru their skin 
SENSORY  understanding SONY the use of sound waves* 

 

The word doyen (doyenne in the feminine grammatical gender) is derived from the French term for dean 
 A person who is the eldest or senior member of a group. [ French, from Old French doien, from Late Latin decnus, chief of ten 
DESCENSORY De*scen"so*ry, n. [NL. descensorium: cf. OF. descensoire. See {Descend}.] A vessel used in alchemy to extract oils.  
sound waves* called “Ebonics” in the CROP CIRCLES forum. COUPLED means it is the use of sound waves which create the crop 
circles, an ambiguous word, since Nostradamus is also saying that the collator has “COUPLED” the information in the MESSAGE 
FROM THE CROP CIRCLE IN QUESTION:- HERE!       The ILL DATE for the MOX  AND for the Pegasus Other Worlders 

F (Alder Tree) Mar 18 – April 14  (2011)    and  a SATURDAY,  Interesting that the sky rune “F” is Pegasus too 
 

HERE IS C1 Q7  LINE  3 HIDDEN TEXT USING THE NUMBER AS 14 – yet it still has XIII (13) VI (6)  
 

 1 7  3 Les conjurez xiiii d'une secte: 
CORNELIUS 14  ICONS    XIII (13)  VI (6) -      
(JUNE 2013, there is no “M” to give MM in the line) 
SELECT Centuries SEVEN  II         (7 2 on pg 8) 
DIVINE  SION  SECT 
SELECTION  I(-)D [500] X I I I   Lexic  
((ID (4  99 &/or 5 10, 5 11, 5 12, 5 13))    
ENCLOSES  DIVINISE  DIVINE 

DIVINE COUSIN  INDECISIVE ;   SELECT  ELECT     

CORNELIUS AGRIPPINA CHAPTER 14  the  bad angels 
June 2013 is the date in the binary disc held by the Orion 
Grey in the crop square of August 2002.        The movie 
AFTER EARTH (Will Smith) has a date for June 7 2013!   
DISC SAYS JUNE 6 2013,  THIS LINE says 6TH to 11TH/13TH 
Centuries SEVEN  (quite so, just found the missing quatrains) 
DIVINE  SION  SECT this is about Magdalene & Plantard 
see below and also see THE MURDER OF MAGDALENE 
by Dan Green 

 

((ID (4  99 &/or 5 10, 5 11, 5 12, 5 13))   these centuries and quatrains were dealt with in ASSUMPTION PARISH LIQUATES 
as was DIVINE  SION  SECT this is about Magdalene & Plantard.  

The ELECT are those children being born now, recognized as having mutated DNA – just as Allan Webber said. 
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Drunvalo: "There are 3 different kinds of children emerging in the world today that I have been able to 

identify. The first are called the “Super Psychic Children of China.” The second are called the “Indigo 

Children” and the third are called the “Children of AIDS” children being born with advanced DNA".  
These are the ELECT of whom Matthew 24:22 spoke 

 

8 88  1 Dans la Sardaigne un noble Roi viendra   
1. GIVEN  ADRAIN  READING…  
2. SANDI  OVER (Martha’s) VINEYARD EVENING NOBLE  
DAN  (which the super-cane did) (or NOBLE DNA) 
3. Earth) LAYS OVER ~ REVERSAL DEED BADLY GRINDS  
4. ON  INVADER,  R (Draco) …REIGN,  DRAIN  AGE   

see 1 7 4 SERPENT AROUSES or AROUSES in YEAR of the SNAKE 

saying we have all been given this to read, take note 
ADRAIN READING.. interview by Sean Morton: TRUE rapture 
SANDY: EVENING NOBLE DAN saying in October in Scorpio 

DRAIN  AGE  waiting for the sky and sea to separate 

Message from The Pleiades - The Adrain Interview - Part 1 www.bibliotecapleyades.net/pleyades/esp_pleyades_12a.htm 
 

8 88  1 SARDAIGNEROI         GRANDIOSE ORGANISE AIR RAID – raid regions   (see 1 8 4 on pg 7 
RAIDING A [Dec 21/22] OS (Capricorn) ERA, GARRISON IDEA  (FEMA camps)     see 8 6 1 - ELM is in Capricorn               
IS  RIO  GRANDE  DRAGON … RAISE  I (either Egypt or Yew tree day Halloween or Dec. 18/19/20) or Ophiucus Draco       
putting  the A.I. together: becomes  artificial intelligence 

RAIDS IRON AGE (in Halloween which is in Scorpio ) 

Rio Grande – Grand Canyon where Mr Kinkaid archaeologist explored in  1909 commenting  "a real snaky smell 1480 feet below the surface" 
 

9  74 

Dans la cite de Fersod homicide 
Fait, & fait multe beuf arant ne macter 
Retour encores aux honneurs d'Artemide 
Et à Vulcan corps morts sepultures. 

In the murderous city of "Fersod"    [Fe Rods – iron men] 
And deed done many oxen plowing unsacrificed: 
Return again to honouring of Artemis    [Orion] 
And to Vulcan [volcano] dead bodies entombed 
RESULT IS MORE ADVANCED 

 

FersodArtemideVulcan L (Tau Cetian or El) NAME DIRECTED FAVOURS~S[ƒ]EED DOCUMENTS ARRIVAL (? the Hidden 
Texts?) FUNDS [provides] MEDIEVAL CREATOR ….. DEEM UNSOLVED AIRCRAFT (UFO !)  FAVOURED TEND MIRACLES – 
DREADFUL VERTICES OMAN (Aden stargate) OLD MISADVENTURE FARCE (NIBIRU)        E [grey] MASTERFUL DIVORCE 

in DAN [Scorpio], MINDFUL AS (Aettir) OVER REACTED, FAVOURED INSERTED CALM,  FREEDOMS LUCRATIVE in DAN.  

Oxen/Pleiadians the Plough (Lost Hoe) was Arcturus, the Arcturans. Another "plough" was BoÖtes, all come to assist 
 

 

 
"Graphical icons can be an effective way to pass down hidden 
knowledge from generation to generation as long as you know what 
you are looking for.  
A g      x mp    f        m   f  m A dy L  yd’   
'Nibiru, The Heresy Within Chartres'. 

 
Andy photographed this amazing image (left) of the zodiac at the 
Chartres Cathedral    F            y       g     Su ’       y 
companion—our Dark Sun!  
Greg Jenner 

Marshall Masters (The Kolbrin Your Own World Books First Edition) …  
CRT:4:8  
“Su             k        d m   f          f G d          d y   A    m      H     u        , 
terrible His voice of wrath, the sun and moon hid themselves in fear and there was a heavy darkness 
         f     f     E    ”   
CRT:4:9  
“G d p    d     ug       paces of the Heavens above with a mighty roar and a loud trumpeting. 
Then came the grim dead silence and BLACK RED LIT TWILIGHT of doom. Great fires and smoke 
rose up from the ground and men gasped for air. The land was rent asunder and swept clean by a 
mighty deluge of waters. A hole opened up in the middle of the land, the waters entered and it sank 
                ”   
CRT:4:10  
“T   m u        f     E      d W          p     p      d     d up        m d    f                  
raged about. THE NORTHLAND TILTED AND TURNED OVER ON ITS SIDE”        
[T    p    g  d         “  p d m u       u  d  g ”   
 

(See BAHRE forum, where Bahre is raised as high is Nepal) 

http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=adrain%20interview%20sean%20d%20morton&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&ved=0CCIQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bibliotecapleyades.net%2Fpleyades%2Fesp_pleyades_12a.htm&ei=QbmVUJe_LKP_iAfyjoC4Dg&usg=AFQjCNH8BJT5tFDd0FezR4jIJbT3SUjeJg
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/pleyades/esp_pleyades_12a.htm
http://web.archive.org/web/20060117065335/http:/www.darkstar1.co.uk/chartres.htm
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S   ‘Nibiru   d     L mu     C          P    F u ’—Greg Jenner]  
CRT:4:11 “T     g         umu     d    m        d   d                 I      qu              
madness broke out among men, frenzy and shouting filled the air. They fell upon one another in 
senseless wanton bloodshed; neither did they spare woman or child, for they knew not what they 
did. They ran unseeing, dashing themselves to destruction. They fled to caves and were buried and, 
  k  g   fug          ,    y       u g  T           p , mu d     d           f     y k  d”   
 
CRT:4:12 “T   d  ug   f           p  back and the land was purged clean. Rain beat down 
unceasingly and there were great winds. The surging waters overwhelmed the land and man, his 
flocks and his gardens and all his works ceased to exist.  
 
CRT:4:13 “S m   f     p  p            d up       m untainsides and upon the flotsam, but they 
were scattered far apart over the face of the Earth. They fought for survival in the lands of uncouth 
p  p    Am d    d        y  u     d            d         d p      ”  
 
CRT:4:14 “T   L  d  f     LITTLE PEOPLE   d     L  d  f GIANTS…     L  d   f     E      d 
West were all inundated. The Mountain Land and the Lands of the South, where there is gold and 
g           ,                d  y           ”  [S u   Am     —S   ‘Nibiru and the Subterranean 
Connection Part T  ’—Greg Jenner]  
 
CRT:4:15 “M        d        d   d    d  p     T  y        d     U      G d      d         g  f   
something which they had seen and known by its manifestation. They were less than children in 
those days and could not know that God had afflicted the Earth in understanding and not willfully, for 
      k   f m     d                 f       y  ” 
 

 1. 8 
Combien de fois prinse cite solaire. 
Seras changeant les loix barbares et vaines: 
Ton mal s'approche. Plus sera tributaire, 
La grand Hadrie recourira des veines. 

 

What date (how many) will you be captured,  city of the sun 
[Nibiru – Versailles was also called city of the sun]   
Changing laws that are barbaric and vain. 
Bad times approach you. [Nibiru] No longer will you be enslaved. 
Great Hadrie will revive your veins.                            [orbits] 

   

HADRIE    A. I.  HERD   reviving the orbits.     HIDE RA (sun) – HID EAR (in Virgo) AID HER (Earth)  HEIR A.D. (Anno dommini)   
 

 

 

1 8 see the many differences… apart from spelling changes –  
a comma after "seras" must have a meaning: 
In Latin "sera" means "at the final hour",  and  "too late" which seems 
to me to refer to the "vain" and "barbaric" laws Monsanto is forcing on 
the human population.         Changing  the  laws  "too late" 

 

1 8 1 combiendefoysprinfecitefolaire 
       OFF [from] BENEFICIARIES ~ NICELY PROMOTED  … probably the hidden texts themselves 
1 8 2 seraschangeantlesloysbarbaresvaines 
ANALYSES – SEARCHES ON'S', SHEBA'S ABSENT [lost] A LARGE SCALE ANNIVERSARY, ABSORB EVERLASTING - [stargate]  
1 8 3 tonmalsaprochePlusseratributaire 
PARTICLES  BATHE  ROOM … SUPERNATURALISE …("ROOM" means here a "jump" room/stage gate). So CERN is  a stargate! 
1 8 4 lagrandHadriereouriratesveines 
         AIR RAID – GUARDIAN OVERSEEN SHELTER     
      REVISE HARD EARNED REGULARISATION. –  this is a direct reference to the individual lines in the quatrains being 
     "revised" as they are here 

 

The dark sun influences the mountains 

The Oroborus is the Polar snake – even the 

year of the snake.          Represents an orbit 
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2  2 
1. latefteblueferalatefteblanche 
2. autantdemalqueFranceafaitleurbien 
3. mortalanthenegrandpedufuslabranche 
4. quandprinsdesfiesleroydiracombien 

France N Aƒ [as] CERN FARCE. (N is the sky rune for Eridanus, who run the United Nations and who built the stage gate 
under Rennes, hence the CERN farce) N F [Pegasus] RACE (F those from Marcab in Pegasus which are in league with the 
American military and ultimately are the shadow government) FAR ENC. – just in case I did not get who "F" is – here 
Nostradamus is saying FAR ENCLOSURE – the word "field" is an obsolete term for the "square" of Pegasus. 

1. latefteblueferalatefteblanche                  EA UNABLE EFFECT [cause/create] BATTLE ~ EARTH  FELL 
2. autantdemalqueFranceafaitleurbien      Sine MANUFACTURE FINE EQUILATERAL BETA DNA  
3. mortalanthenegrandpedufuslabranche ERRORS UNCHANGED in FUNDAMENTAL ALPHABET (DNA ALPHABET) 
ABLE TRANSFER HUGE CALENDAR MONTH  UP DAN (in Scorpio) SPUR EARTH ARC, FELL, HUGE ABANDONMENT DAN 
4. quandprinsdesfiesleroydiracombien      INSANELY ACQUIRED FORBIDDEN PROMISES         (Treaty 9 Military & E.Ts) 
Iƒ [IS] COARSE MINDED PERSONS [military] INQUIRE BADLY (Treaty 9) CONFINED  PERMISSION AS "BADLY REQUIRED" 
DEMAND PROFESSIONAL DESCRIBE ENQUIRY  (demand a lawyer outline the contract clauses before signing, too late) 
2  2 

La teste bleue fera la teste blanche    (blue turban for white?) 
Autant de mal, que France a fait leur bien: 
Mort a l'anthene, grand pendu sus la branche,  H.A.A.R.P 
Quand prins des siens le roy dira combien. 
 

 

The blue head will become the white head     (religions) 
As much evil as France has done them good: 
Death from the huge antenna hanging from the branch 
When seized on their own the president will say how 
much?.                             (Or What date or How many) 

 

 

BLUE HEADS 

RACE DRIES 2.5 METRES HIGH   
KIDNAP PEOPLE FOR REPRODUCTION… 
according to the alleged Russian book of Alien Races 

FROM THIRD STAR IN CETUS HAVE 2 HOME PLANETS COLONISED 40 
PLANETS  & WORK WITH THREE OTHER RACES, SUPPOSED TO BE 
REVEALING THEMSELVES IN 2022   EAT – ANIMAL  PROTEIN  

 

  
NO EARS… FROM CONSTELLATION MEGOPEI (?) WANTED TO COLONISE EARTH, HAS NOT HAPPENED DUE TO 

PROTECTION FROM OTHER RACES.  MAITRE  RACE   HERMAPHRODITES WITH A LIFE SPAN OF 120 YRS 
COLONISED 26 PLANETS. ABDUCTORS OPENLY  LAST CAME SEPT 2006.    IS THIS THE ANDROGYNE?     WHITE HEADS? 

 
A REMINDER: NOT TO TAKE THE 
ILLUSTRATIONS OR EVEN THE 
RUSSIAN BOOK OF ALIENS  
AS FACT 
UNTIL IT IS ALL PROVEN TRUE 

 

INDU.GUTK   
AKA THE TALL WHITES  WITH BASES ON 
THE MOON & CAN SHAPE SHIFT  
THE RUSSIAN BOOK SAYS THEY ARE  
MEN IN BLACK (shape shifted) 

BUT NOSTRADAMUS SAYS THE REVENANT 
[REBUILT]  ARE THE MEN IN BLACK 
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The Header on the left is above the 
monogram on the right. What I see is 
the pheon cross of the Anu over the 
words BY MICHEL IOVE (JOVE/IOUE) 
and Latin which says  
NOMEN DOMINI LAVDABILE 
Praiseworthy Lords' Sake 

 
AN [Anu] D.M [Deus Maximes/Diis manibus]  LIVEABLE DOMINION. (Nibiru)  
N [Erid.anus/U.N.] MEDDLE – AIM AN OBLIVION [of population] 

 

2 45,  8 15,  8 44 

Too much the heavens weep for the Androgyne begotten 
Near the heavens human blood shed: 
Because of death too late a great people re-created 
soon and late the awaited relief comes. 
The Androgyne belongs to "N" – Erid.anu    10th day of  Scorpio 

Androgyn GRAY 'N' DON  'N' GYRO DAN (or DNA) NOR DAY NG [Reed Oct 28 – Nov 24 is also Dan Owl Scorpio & Yew) 
So here is the date for the Sackcloth of the Bible and Da Vinci (who said the 1st and 2nd of November) N RANG YOD [10 th day

 

8 15 

Vers Aquilon grans efforts par hommasse 
Presque l'Europe & l'univers vexer, 
Les deux eclipse mettra en tel chasse, 
Et aux Pannons vie & mort renforcer. 

Great exertions towards the North by a man-woman (Androgyne) 
to vex Europe and almost all the Universe. 
The two eclipses will put into such a rout  

(sack cloth of Revelation caused by Nibiru passing over 
they [the cause of the eclipses] for the Hungarians will reinforce 
life & death (see ERUPTIVE SERBIAN BASIN ALIVE,  a super volcano) 

AquilonEuropePannons  ON, [Oannes] N [Erid.anus]  UNIQUE APLANOSPORE… in other words - ANDROGYNE 
Aplanospore definition: a nonmotile, asexual spore formed within a cell, the wall of which is distinct from that of the parent cell. 
   8 44 

Le procree naturel dogmion, 
De sept à neuf du Chemin destorner  
A roi de longue et ami au mi-hom, 
Doit à Navarre fort de PAU prosterner. 

 
The natural offspring of Ogmios[Nibiru],    the other planets 
Of seven [Earth] to nine [Mercury] Chemin’s orbit  turning   
To the king long friend of the half man, (half woman? Or fish? 
Navarre must destroy the fort at Pau.  

Chemin HEMIC [red] N  [Erid.anus] CHI MEN … PAU = APU  auxiliary power unit . Is also the Bird of Paradise constellation 
(obs.) and The Bee/Musca/Wasp (obs) from which currently stems the Che (Chi) He Rod J-Rod52 greys, the Hero.  
Ogmios/Hercules/Hero   Nibiru/Herculobus.            Navarre are the "metal men", not sure if they are also the A.I. 
Navarre  AVER RARE RAN, VAN, [two gods of the Edda/Aettir] RAN VERA – remained faithful & true (of Cassiopeia) 

 

2 18  
1. nouuellepluiefubiteimpetueufe 
2. empefcherafubitdeuxexercites 
3. pierrecielfeuzfairelamerpierreufe 
4. lamortdefeptterremarinfubites 

1.        LUTE [Lyre]  UU [Vega] UP.   I  UP NOUU  – TIME,  LIFE  FEEBLE  
2.       SIX [of 4 27] EXCEED – AIM THE SUB-PREFECTURE (the Unholy Six) not sure who the sub prefect is – Sem-Yase? 
3.       TAXES EXCEED.  BUFFER IMPURE ETHIC   (one can get away with anything if one only has enough of other peoples' money) 
4.       PREFER  ENTAIL  SUBMIT  REFORMATTED  -    these  lines  here  being re-formatted  from the original quatrains 
2  18 

Nouuelle & pluie subite, impetueuse, 
Empeschera subit deux exercites. 
3.Pierre, ciel, feuz  faire la mer pierreuse, 
4.La mort de sept terre & marin subites. 

 
Different [unusual] and unexpected heavy rain 
Will suddenly halt two armies  
Petrify, firmament, fires make the sea stony  [pumice] 
Land and sea abrupt death for seventh   [planet Earth 

2 18 1   
UUET  NOUUELL   TIME   IO  [moon]  BENT  or  TIME  THE  SEPHIROT  (ten)  BEND THE ORBIT 
IMPUTE  UUISE  IEUUS  USE  NEUUEST   UUELL  
2 18 2 is personal 
2 18 3   
RESPIRE  AIR:  USE  FLAXIER       (to breathe air use what ? Is he saying flax woven material?) 
CREEPIER  EMPERIAL  LIFE  feral ix  EFFLUX  AFIRE   FUEL  ICE                 (nuclear winter)                                                                             
2 18 4   
PROTEST  BUSIEST  ANTISERUM  GIVEN  IN  SUITABLE  STREAM   [stabilised solution in vaccines] 
STORMED  MORTALS  IT  SUBLIMATES;   BED'D  SUBNORMALITIES          
URANISM  BI  E.T                        [spreading uranium in chemtrails] 
IRE (anger - fracking)   SUBTERMARINE  METALS  BIMETALS  RUINS 
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2  23 

Palais, oyseaux, par oyseau dechass, 
Bien tost apres le prince preuenu, 
Combien qu'hors fleuue enemis repoulfe 
Dehors saisi trait d'oyseau soustenu. 

 

Palace, birds, chased out by a bird 
Very soon after the forewarned prince        (from Sirius) 
Although the river enemy is repelled beyond 
The bird caught out trading under contract 

 

 

Birds (zodiac mansion constellation) deposed by a bird 
(a star wars scenario, the singular bird is those from Crane) 
Very soon after the forewarned prince (from Sirius in 4 27) 
The river enemy (Erid.anus) far beyond  [in space] repulsed  
The bird caught out trading covertly               (underhand) 
[trade in men]  (interesting that this quatrain refers to 4 27) 

 
THE ORNITHES STYMPHALIDES (or Stymphalian Birds) were a flock of man-eating birds which haunted Lake Stymphalis in Arkadia. 
Herakles' destroyed them as his sixth labour, employing first a rattle to rouse them from the thick vegetation of the lake, then shooting 
them down one by one with bow and arrow or a sling. 
The birds may have been placed amongst the stars as the constellations Aquila and Cygnus, which sit on either side of Sagitta, the arrow of 
Herakles. 
The Stymphalides were sometimes identified with the arrow-shooting Ornithes Areioi (Birds of Ares) encountered by the Argonauts. Ares 
means "manslaughter". 

 

 

Since Herakles (Hero) is on the left (west) the constellation to 
the right is Aquilla the falling Eagle, and The Phoenix which is 
now Scorpio… Antares 
 

Shown here as the Stymphalian Birds. 
There is also  Hirundo the Swallows  
SIM.MAḪ "The Great Swallow" (SW Pisces and Epsilon Pegasi) 
Not far from Grus/Crane (negative Other Worlders) 
 

These are the only two areas which have plural "birds" 
The other "singular" bird often mentioned by Nostradamus is 
Cygnus – either Deneb or Bireo 
 

 

1. palais, oyfeaux, par oyfeau dechaffe 
OF ASEXUAL AFFAIRS - PEACE - O [orbit] UP HEYDAY – Golden Age 
2. bien toft apres le prince preuenu 
UNPENETRABLE SUPERFECTION  I [Yew tree day. Halloween or December 18-21 
3. combien qu'hors fleuue enemis repoulfe 
RESOURCEFUL QUEENS  UP IN FINE MOBILE HOME – those from Cassiopeia 
4. dehors faifi trait d'oyfeau fouftenu. 
IS A FURIOUS HARD FIFTEEN - OUT OF Y [Yew tree] DATE  FURIOUS FRIDAY is furious ray 
2015 has both Yew tree days as a Friday. The Yew tree which is Samhain is the period  of Halloween, the Yew tree of 
the eve of the winter solstice starts December 18 and goes to the 21st in the Northern hemisphere, & June 19th south 
4 99 

L'aisne vaillant de la fille du Roy,  

Respoussera si profond les Celtiques, 
Qu'il mettra foudres, combien en tel arroi 
Peu & loing, puis profond es Hesperiques. 

 
The valiant elder son of the King's daughter,      {Andromeda] 
He will hurl back the Celts very far, 
It will cast thunderbolts, so many in such an array 
Narrow and long, [lasers?] then deep into the West 

HesperiquesCeltiquesRoy QUOTE ESQUIRE:  QUIET QUERY RELICS,  OS  SHEEP  LYRICS QUEER CRISIS TO Q YULE SHEEP  
RELICS:  November 25 – December 22   OS  Capricorn  SHEEP  2015, 2027  Q  orbit  YULE xmas 
Ainé – firstborn.  Aise - "natural"  born, ie: a bastard. The King is Cepheus so Andromeda is his daughter. This word "elder" is ELDER 
 

1 49  3 Lan mil sept cent feront grand emmenees   
           The year 1700 will be a great conveyance   

Here is another reference to C 1 Q 7 – telling us clearly 
what the topic is (which we have already discovered) 

 

saying once again by use of the Latin "either/or" in the 
word Lan. By OMISSION once again of the apostrophe! 
To use the date either as a date and/or as a quatrain line  

1 49 3 lanmilfeptcentferontgrandemmenees ENFORCEMENTS PERMANENT MAGNET [ful]FILLED ILL EFFECTS ON MENDER 

http://www.theoi.com/Cat_Astraioi.html
http://www.theoi.com/Ther/OrnithesAreioi.html
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Supposedly the “lost lamb”. The animal to the 
right is a mature wether with horns, albeit he 
does look lost. 
The Order of the Templar was the “Lost sheep”. 
The cross is the Pheon of the Anu, with the 
cross of the crossing. 
And there are the roses of the time portals again 

Right:  Wunjo (of the gods) Vega & the  “A” 
Cassiopeia 
 

In the YEAR OF THE SHEEP: 2015 | 2027|2039 
 

Momentarily I wish to take you back to Century 1 Quatrain 1 Line 1            pages 6 & 7 HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHT 

TRUST’D FINE AS  E.T.  EDUCATES  "Iƒ [is] INTERESTED ATEN/ETNA  STUFF  FIFTEEN    2015?   Year of the Sheep 
FASTEST INTRUDE FIFTEEN. "UNDERSTATES"  (not mentioned)  FIT  FIFTEEN.  (Fastest intrudes – the Aten asteroid?  
ENTRUSTS  (trust me)  EDUCATES:  (teaching you) Iƒ [is]  IN  DATE  FIFTEEN.  DIFFERENT  FEET [Pisces] STATUS. 

 

 
Interesting that the VERY FIRST LINE OF ALL THE QUATRAINS should hold this consistent information, in the 
same manner the VERY LAST LINE  (10 100 4) did the same thing (albeit not taken from an Original Quatrain) 
 

10 100  4 Les Lusitains n'en seront pas contens 
An’s S.O.S. IS  RENNES  CAPSTONE  
POSES  TRANS  OCTANES, An in suit  
RENNES  AS  IN  PAST  UNIT;  tell  SONS   

SULLEN  SAINT S UNSAINTLINESS  UNSET  Earth 
RENNES TRANSPOSE (port) SEER [Nostradamus],  
SUSTAIN [quatrains] IN PATRONESS  and 
RENNES  TRANSPOSE  EN (the Erid.anu) … 
 

 
WHO IS CARVED AND SITS OVER THE CAPSTONE OF 
RENNES?: 

Asmodeus  "because that fierce demon Asmodeus 
knew even the future" (ib. p. 21). Asmodeus as 
depicted in Collin de Plancy's Dictionnaire Infernal. 
EN could be “N” Ash Tree date February 18 – March 17 (Pisces) 

  6 10 

Un peu de temps les temples des couleurs 
De blanc et noir des deux entre meslee: 
Rouges et jaunes leur embleront les leurs,         instantly dismiss 
Sang, terre, peste, faim, feu d'eau affollee. assollee/stun/astound 

 

In a short time the temples of colors                        The Sirius UFOs 
Of white and black of the two intermixed:                             GREYS 
Their  red and yellow ones  dismiss  them             [dismiss: they send]                
Blood, land, plague, famine, fire [volcano] extinguished by water  
(maddened by thirst/Cheetham) 

 
YOU WILL BE WONDERING WHY THIS QUATRAIN 6 52 IS HERE IN THIS FORUM.  
BY ACCIDENT IT CAME TO MY ATTENTION – NOT REALLY FITTING INTO A FORUM OF ITS OWN,  
IT REFERS TO THE NIBIRU SOLAR SYSTEM AND HOW LONG EARTH WILL BE AFFECTED BY ITS PASSING 
6  52 

En lieu du grand qui sera condemne, 
De prison hors, son ami en sa place:  
L'espoir Troien en six mois joinct,  mortnay,       Nibiru 
Le Sol à l'urne seront prins fleuves en glace. 

 

In place of the great one who will be condemned                         (the sun) 
Outside the prison,  (Earth) its friend in her (Earth) place:          VENUS 
The Trojan [deceitful] prospect for  six months joined, born/carried dead 
The Sun  in  Aquarius  original/moved  rivers (orbits)  will  be  frozen  
prins  from prendre – moved… or from princeps - original 

TroienSol  IS NOT SENIOR LOT (the Elders) ROLE RISE ISLE [Earth or Nibiru].  RO [Andromeda] TOOL RISEN, LET IN OS 
6 98 

Ruine aux Volsques de peur si fort terribles 
Leur grand cité taincte, faict pestilent: 
Piller Sol, Lune & violer leurs temples: 
Et les deux fleuves rougir de sang coulant. 

 

Volcanic ruin so very terrible with fear 
Their great city stained, pestilential deed: 
Sun and Moon To plunder and to violate their temples: 
And to redden the two rivers flowing with blood. 

The two rivers always refers to those through Iraq – so this volcano is the SERBIAN BASIN supervolcano in which 
MALTA is EXTINGUISHED 
 8  6 
Charte fulgure à Lyon apparente 
Luisant, print Malte subit sera estainte 
Sardon, Mauris traitera decepvante, 
Geneve à Londes à coq trahison fainte       faite/pinnacle 

 

Lighting and brightness are seen at Lyons shining,         ETNA 
Malta is taken, suddenly it will be extinguished. 
Sardon, Maurice  deceptively  insulted                            (geological?) 
Geneva to London, feigning betrayal towards the cock           (France 

Sardon central Fr. Maurice foothills of the Alps. LyonMalte  LAY MOLTEN SardonMauris ARM'S [Cepheus] DINOSAUR 
MOURN AS DINOSAUR RAIDS ARMS (in Gemini) GeneveLondes  LEGEND OS [Capricorn], EVEN LEGS [Pegasus] DONE 
(finish) GO END ELEVEN [Nov] EVEN LENDS GENOVESE.     OVEN [volcano] EDGE ENDS LEVENSON [psycopathic] GLEE 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collin_de_Plancy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dictionnaire_Infernal
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7  2 

Par Mars ouvert Arles ne donra guerre.      ARLES- LASER 

De nuict seront les soldartz estonnes: 
Noir, blanc à l'inde dissimules en terre, 
Sous la faincte umbre traistres verez & sonnes. 

 

Arles will not give obvious conflict throughout March  
the soldiers will be astonished by night. 
Indigo [sack cloth] masked  black and white [greys] on land 
Indigo is the word Da Vinci used to describe the sack cloth event 
under the false shadow [hologram] traitors  rendered  glassy [see thru 

MarsArles RAMS [Aryan/SS] LASER ARMS [in Gemini] LASER MARS 
3 56   
SIX HUNDRED   600 + SEVEN SCORE =   140 + 
THREE TIMES TWO  =    6 = 746  = QUATRAIN   7 46  
– WAS UNREADABLE AFTER BEING FOUND IN THE WALL OF THE HOME OF NOSTRADAMUS,  HOWEVER: 
             VII. 73. 

Renfort de Sieges manubis & maniples, 

Changez le ƒacre & paƒƒe ƒur le proƒne, 

Prins & captifs n'arreƒte les prez triples 

Plus par fonds mis, eslevé, mis au trosne. 

VII 73 The "field" is Pegasus constellation 

Reinforcement of seats' (PEGASUS) plunder and profits 

The holy one changes [alters] and passes over the sermon 

and captives taken it does not stop the three  fields  
NOSE/ENIF.  MERKAB/SHOULDER.  LEG/SCHEAT 

Put in the uttermost depths, raised, put to the throne (EARTH?). 
 

  AUTRES QUATRAINS C 7 

  Tirez de 12. Sous la Centurie septiesme  
  dont en ont testé rejectez 8. qui se sont 
  trouvez és Centuries precedentes. 

12 propel /move the seventh. [of twelve] reason for 
[foundation for] the Centurie     
(reason for moving Century 7) 
of which 8. has been shifted who themselves are 
come across  [found moved]  being   in   Centuries before  

12 IS ALWAYS A REFERENCE TO THE ANAKIM, WHO HAVE SIX FINGERS AND SIX TOES. 
THEY SAY THEY GAVE US THE 12 ZODIACS AND EVERYTHING WHICH THAT NUMBER DIVIDES INTO, SUCH AS 24 & 60 
 

5 53 

La loi du Sol & Venus contendens –         sun grows too large 
Appropiant l'esprit de prophetie: 
Ne l'un ne l'autre ne seront entendus,   neither time gate nor Sol 
Par Sol tiendra la loy du grand Messie. 

The law of the Sun contending with Venus                                 [the orbit 
Appropriating the spirit of prophecy:                         [using the time gate] 
Neither the one nor the other will be understood                (in general 
The law of the great Messiah come through the Sun.             [a time gate 

SolVenusSolMessie Moon's Nessie [pterosaur] move  [abduct] 
soulless,  seems lives on useless lives souls'  misuse love's lessons 

10 32                    NEW  WORLD  ORDER 

Le grand empire chacun an deuoir eƒtre 
Vn ƒur les autres le viendra obtenir: 
Mais peu de temps ƒera ƒon regne &  eƒtre, 
Deux ans aux naues ƒe pourra ƒouƒtenir. 

 

The great empire, can it be that everyone is in-debted [bound] by it     
One will come to obtain/gain it over the others: 
But its realm and state will be of short duration, 
Able to maintain himself  two years  in his ships (craft) 

an Latin                   CONJ     whether; (utrum ... an = whether ... or); or; either;                         
can it be that  (introduces question expecting negative answer/further question) 
 

 

There is always one word which needs close scrutiny 
Since "an" as the word "year" does not make sense, then 
from the Latin we do find meaning. By asking this as a 
rhetorical question, implies that not everyone finds 
themselves bound to the principle, it seems some are to 
escape the bondage  

Able to sustain himself  two years  in his ships (craft) – I wonder if this is the same small number of people who found 
themselves "crawling" in the cabin "vestry" and had forgotten to do up the "final baby" properly in his radiation suit…  
The strong clue is the first line IDLEFUL – DEBT ABLY FLAILED.  This "EARTH AFIRE" could be the volcano in question 
 

8 96 3 De Babylon la fille du porsuit 
IDLEFUL  ~ DEBT  ABLY  FLAILED,  
IF ONLY  FINAL  BABY  BOY  PULLED   
RONDEL  ON  SUIT ~ BURST,  DIE 
ILL  POUUDERS  FILL  ABBEY 

 
Abbey/vestry –the room next door. DELAUNAC radiation suit 

4 1   1 Cela du reste de sang non espandu   
PARCS  SANG  DUAL:           [two lines on this subject] 
GENNOS  SEED  UN-PLACED  
SPACE  UNCAPED - NONE  REST   
UNCLASPED  DELAUNAC;  CRAUULED  MORTAL  
VOYAGE  RUN  FAR - GAEA (Earth) AFIRE  
NEED  AGENNOS       (born without a father) 

 

1 45 COMPARE THE ORIGINAL NEXT PAGE 

Secteur de sectes grand peine au delateur, 
Beste en theatre, dresse le jeu scenique, 
Du faict antique ennobly l'inventeur, 
Par sectes monde confus & schismatique. 

Founder of sects, much oppression for the informer 
A beast in the solar system prepares the scene and plot. 
The contriver ennobled   [made Lord] by former deeds  
By sects the world is confused  and by division       (next page) 

8 10 2 TELLS US WHO INVENTED DIVISIVE RELIGIONS 
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and by division -  these few words are also telling us something else. Because of the movement of magnetic fields – the 
longitudes and latitudes have been openly moving since 2003. Surveyors and airline pilots have been fully aware of this. 

8 10 2    
3 54  3 [religious]   This answers eveyone's question regarding what religion for Nostradamus

 

1 45  

prem.e   Latin      V     3 1 PRES ACTIVE  IMP 2 S     

press, press hard, pursue; oppress; overwhelm 
This is true – whistleblowers are being "suicided" everywhere 

1 45 1 secteurdefectesgrandpremeaudelateur 
SUCCEED GENERATES DREADFUL [freezing] TEMPERATURE, GESTURES MANUFACTURE DECELERATED DEEPER [orbit] 

1 45 2 befteentheatredrefseleieufcenique 
QUEUED THE FEASIBLE INTERFERENCE IN FEET (see 1 1 1 – "OTHER FEET" – Pisces)  
FEEL QUEUED E. [Earth] NICE, BENEFITS THEREAFTER 

1 45 3 dufaictantiqueennoblilinuenteur 
ACQUAINT FINE WELL INTENTIONED FAR INTERCONTINENTAL WEB;  BUILD  UNIQUE  bond  (could be Nostradamus 
speaking of the He Rod he had for an assistant, who originated from Net/Reticuli but was encamped at Musca near Aries)           

1 45 4 parfectesmondeconfusfcifmatique 
DEAF OF CIRCUMSTANCES – EQUIPMENT OFF – CIRCUMSTANCES FADE OFF, FOMENT PIQUE (resentment in the DUMB) 
Well, this one is interesting. Previous lines mention the air generators breaking down. The people are "deaf" to outside events, 
probably not trustung what they are being told. These are the "elite" who scurried to the Deep Underground Military Bases. 
Note the words  CIRCUMSTANCES FADE OFF – change.      The timelines altered and the expected events did not happen. 
 

3.94 

For five hundred years more one will keep count of him                       
Who was the ornament of his time:                                                                      
Then suddenly great light will he give, 
He who for this century will render them very satisfied 

Erika Cheetham 

From 1555 (the publication date)   add 458* = 2013 
ORNAMENT = 3rd decan Libra:   “Dan” obs. Scorpio 
LIGHT: enlightenment by way of the HIDDEN TEXT 
and the light bringers 
21st century, the truth at last 

*458AD        y         m    m       y “O”     pu      d       um      N     d mu  u  d      y             d        
  be added to dates.   Allan UUebber explains how he came to this conclusion in “Fossickers Guide to Nostradamus” 

De cinq cent ans plus compte l'on tiendra,   
Celui qu'estoit l'adornement de son temps:  
Puis a un coup grand clarté donra   
Que par ce siecle les rendra tres contens 

 

Of five hundred years plus, one will account  
He who was;  ornaments  his  times    
Then suddenly great clarity giving way 
That for this century will very contented 
 

LEARLY stating the dates in Quatrain 3 94.  By using the obsolete key words, (available to anyone in the 
Alchemye List)  Near the end of October in the year 2013 is re-iterated here as it is in  quatrain  C1  Q7!  
"Ornament" is an Alchemy word for in October. So is "Adorn". 

 

 

 

Again we have one word which could have and should 
have been spelled l'on. Attention being drawn to this 
word does not receive an answer from the Latin. It 
looks like it means "the On [Oannes] Account" 
There is an entire forum named OANNES 

 

3 94 1 decinqcentpluscomptelontiendra 
COMPLETE CONSCRIPT ~ [of] DELINQUENTS  IN DAN, CONTEND CONTRACT ILL EQUIPPED MEN 
3 94 2 celuyqueftoitlornementdefontemps 
UNELEQUENTLY EFFECTED IN POST MORTEM   This speaks of the "raising of the dead" – the Men In Black 

3 94 3 puisavncoupgrandeclartedonrra 
ACCORDING TO AN: ADDS UNAPPROVING: – NUCLEAR REACTOR, AGRICULTURE AND NON APPROVED CARS,  LUNAR 
[Cassiopeians] REGARD NON APPROVED AS CAUSTIC.           PROPOSING CALENDAR CURVATURED IN DAN. DISCOVER 
RECTANGULAR AND APRON UP ~ PROVE  SUPERNATURAL (!)          Well – that has left me breathless.       Yes, I did just 
discover the golden ratio rectangle "under" Aries the sheep (it was not a ram, so not a zodiac) but the year of the sheep … the 
apron is clearly shown in vignettes and just to top it all off – DAN IS SCORPIO – the SCORPION parked in front of the sheep. 
Scorpio in 2015 
 

C 
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3 94 4 queparcefieclelesrendratrefcontens 
PARCS REFLECT: RO, [Andromeda] NICENE [Anu] CREED EQUALS INTERFERENCE  DONE.  PARCS  FREQUENT  LEAFLETS 
CONQUERED  INTERFERENCE.  PARCS' LEAFLETS [pdfs]  RE:  PRESENTED  CONSEQUENCE,  AIRCRAFT  FELL  
 

So I asked "who?" Who "conquered the interference"? and here is the answer: 

3 94 4 queparcefieclelesrendratrefcontens 

OUR  EA  E.T. RUN PARCS Q.E.F.  RETUNE Q.E.F. PARCS 
CREATOR'S PRECEDENT – FREQUENCIES FALLEN. FREQUENCIES REFLECTED PERSONAL TRANCE 
DANCES ON STILL PERFECT REFERENCE RE: QUA  – (qua: as things are In the capacity of; as being) 
PATIENCE,  FREQUENT CROSS REFERENCED ALL, FREQUENT COLLAPSE SACRED INTERFERENCE  
QUEEN PROCEEDS TFR TRANCE SELF RELIANCE.  q e f  TENURE. (q.e.f. Latin By reason of Quintus' daughter1). 

EQUALS ARU … QUE RA (Aru is orbiting the sun).   
 

'q e f ' TENURE. (q.e.f. Latin By reason of Quintus' daughter1). 
1Quintus – the fifth angel Samael. Angel of Revelation (revealing) 
QUEEN means Cassiopeia – those in charge of the Living Library 
PARCS here could be Anton Parks – "Our Ea" 
 

8.65  1  Le vieux frustre' du principal espoir   
PLANS SPECIAL ALPINE  ICE -    
EVIL  DISRUPTER VIRILE  I [polar]   
CIA  APPLIES  RUPTURES  PLANISCOPE        
POLARISE  EPISCOPAL  PLIANCIES  
Pictures  Perilous REVILED  PANIC   
PILE  PIPES  PS  see  SIPPLE  

The elder, frustrated in the principal aspiraton      see 6 52 
 

The CIA are not humans born of/for Earth.      See  
TECHNOREALITIES:  The Fake Second Coming 
By Christi Verismo. Part 9 of 16 
The plan is to polarise religious belief, for control of people 
(see who it was who really instigated various religions 8 10 2 
page 14 here 

 

1. Deadly Explosives Planted In Yellowstone NP for ... - Before It's News 
beforeitsnews.com/.../deadly-explosives-planted-in-yellowstone- p-f  -     
5 days ago – (Before It's News) ... I performed much research on the YELLOWSTONE SUPER VOLCANO, ... Or at least to 
SIMULATE it's eruption for a hidden agenda. ...  
 

PILE  The Pleiadians in  PIPES March 18 – April 14.  October 28 – November 24 (in  "leap"/Scorpio/Dan/Yew/Reed/Owl) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
John Sipple is counsel in the Washington DC prior to entering private practice, Mr. Sipple served as a high level official with the US Federal 
Trade Commission, with over twenty years at the agency. As head of the Hart-Scott-Rodino Premerger Notification Office, Mr. Sipple was 
responsible for the administration and enforcement of the HSR Act on behalf of the Federal Trade Commission  
and/or 
William (Bill) Sipple is Executive Managing Director of HVS Capital Corp. Investment Banker Denver 

 

7 38  3 Gueulle, lipee, pied dans l'estrein pleignant 
7 38  4 Traine, tire, horriblement mourir 

LISTEN:  - LILLE  UNGULATES,  ENDS AD  
TUNNAGE  NEGATING  SERPENT  ING 
ENTRIES  REST  IN UUELL  LANDS               
PEEPER  LEAP [picture 
DEADLINESS  LIE [nuclear] PILE  
ALERTNESS  STERILE  ANTIGEN          [vaccines 

Foot in thick lipped mouth [muzzle] (est rein = Auriga reptilian) 

hard [loud] complaint                   (Cheetham has it as "embrace")   

being eaten by reptilian – feet first    SERPENT ING harvest 

dragged, [by train] pulled, to die horribly   this is what the FEMA 

camps are for – holding stations for the arriving Aurigans 
Texas? Middle East? Entries of those from Auriga 
PEEPER  LEAP  saying the events in this painting are in Scorpio 

 

 
PEEPER,  LEAP [in Scorpio] 

in the year of the sheep 
New orbits 

Tree of Life (DNA 
Flooding 
Sunburst 

New Stars 
 

 
3 94 LIGHT: Eleleus = light bringer…persons whose name means “light” having ‘el’, ‘le’ or ‘al’ in their name 
Asterope & Electra of the Pleiades 
Star of Mercury (the messenger) 
Orion as “light coming forth” 
White ox the “light bringer” 
Cancer to see the light 
(‘will know’ in Cancer) 
Aurora 

http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2013/05/deadly-explosives-planted-in-yellowstone-np-for-martial-law-2642894.html
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4 27 s ee  the  nota t ion a t  the  bot tom =  Jan  3  -  Pres age  

1. salonmanfoltarafcondesexlarc 
AN AND FOX FANS SMALL ACCELERATOR  
2. oueftdeboutencorlapiramide 
CORPORATION DEEMED BEAUTIFUL TO AIM  DIET OF  

UNREPRODUCEABLE – so here it is - Monsanto 
3. viendrontliurerleprincedannemarc 
REMINDER:  NON CENTRAL DRIVEN PECULIAR  
4. rachathonniautempledartemide 

2. CORPORATION DEEMED BEAUTIFUL TO AIM  DIET OF  UNREPRODUCEABLE  - This can be taken three ways.  
        1) Off World Corporation aim to eat those which are non productive 
        2) Monsanto et alia aiming to make people infertile by forcing them to buy/eat genetically modified food & drinks 
        3) The "terminal" sire is a term for going backwards in a breeding program, and this program is non reproducing seeds 

3. viendrontliurerleprincedannemarc 

REMINDER:  NON-CENTRAL DRIVEN PECULIAR – This refers to Earth's core off centre, which can be seen in the vignette with the 
lobster/cray of Cancer and a pair of strange turning olive green things people have been describing as a galaxy,   but it is much 
closer to home than that! How appropriate that Cancer also means "Home".  This occurs due to the passing of Nibiru & planets 

4. rachathonniautempledartemide 
DETECTED  THE  UNIMPORTANT HO HUM COMPLETE HUMANITARIAN PARLIAMENTARIAN – THREAD:  AIMED  CLEAR  HEADED  

This most certainly is about stopping Monsanto, Nostradamus is saying that there IS someone who can do it 
 

All the following work below was done from the 'modern' spelling which included a capital "P" for prince. 
Because of this (error) the word Prince was included in the codes within codes. When studying the original, it 
is plain to see the word was not meant to be capitalized. So the real codes within codes should read thus: 
 

dannemarcartemide  INCREMENTED ARMADA (The Sex/Six – arcing around the sun) ARM ACNE RIDDEN MATE (Nevus greys) DREAD 
ICE,  N ARMAMENT – NAME REDIRECT [Earth] in MA, [October, ] DAN [Scorpio]  RENAME DRAMATIC END AMERICAN MADE TREND 
(this sounds like a Monsanto scenario) DREAMT AMERICAN END ~ ENTRANCE AMID DREAM –DETER DAMN AMERICAN TRADED MEN 

Then there is the CORRECT spelling in the first line to contend with: 
salonmanfoltarafconsex  NASOFRONTAL FOX MANACLES  (the Other Worlder which has a nose like a fox – this would be those from 
Perseus pictured in caves in South America and witnessed by South Americans or those from Enif the "nose" of Pegasus in treaty 9 or even 
from Vulpecula the Fox)   OFF [from] COLOSSAL MARX ANTENNA (H.A.A.R.P) ANu AND FOX FANS SMALL ACCELERATOR 

 

 4 27 

Salon, Mansol, Tarascon de SEX.  l'arc, 
Ou est debout encor la piramide, 
Viendront liurer le Prince Dannemarc 

Rachat honni au temple d'Artemide.      i  iij = Jan 3rd  

Salon, Mausol, Tarascon the "SIX." arc,    [house of the mausoleum 
Six in the heavens, now orbiting the sun…  
Where the pyramid is still standing:                  [The star gate under 
Will come to deliver the Prince of "Annemark,"          [Dark prince 
Redemption reviled in the temple of Artemis. [temple of Orion/Sun 

Presage Jan 3       The big bronze one (our sun gone 'bronze') which arranges the hours of the day  
Upon the wild goat passing, the placement far to go :   wild goat – Jan 3rd in Capricorn.           A pun on Auriga 
Tears, laments and cries, waters, ice, without bread   
PrinceDannemarcArtemide PARAMETRIC ACNE RIDDEN [Nevus, the warty greys from] MEN Aquarius  
PREDICTED AMERICAN MANNER [greed] NR A.D. END    MI  REMINDER NAME AMERICAN PRECEDENT ~ DNA PRACTICE 
MANIAC RENDERED  PREDICAMENT  CRAMP ANCIENT DNA REMAINDER which AN INCREMENTED (junk DNA is not junk 
NAMED INCREMENTED AIR CRAP (chemtrails) PRINCE [Sirius] AIR  MENACED  DNA; TERM         (terminal DNA)  

PARAMETRIC  Definition: Assuming (assessing?) the value of a parameter [orbit] for the purpose of analysis. 

4  27   
Salon, Mansol, Tarascon of SIXsix arches                              (SIX IN THE HEAVENS of the MAZZAROTH) 
Where is still standing the pyramids                                        (THE STARGATE IS AT GIZA) 
Shall come to deliver the Prince of  Denmark                         (COMING OVER BY STARGATE) 

A shameful ransom shall be paid into the temple of Artemis. (TEMPLE OF ARTEMIS IS OUR SUN)   
SALON   
MANSOL 
TARASCON 
 
 
 
PRINCE 
DENMARK 
DANNEMARC 

LOANS (THE FINAL OMEN) also “THE HOUSE OF” (in the heavens) 
MAN (ORION) SOL  [Sun] NO ALMS - M. (ORION) LOANS (Treaty 9) invented usury 
SAT  ACORN  (OAK the Stargate boom) OS [in Capricorn]    ANT ARC (Mantids in their planetoid) 
AN. [Anu] ACTORS (LIARS)…   ARSON  ACT   (solar flares) 
CAR:  ASS (Auriga) NOT  ANT  O: orbit  
CAR = Capricorn and/or Aries 2ND Decan  ANT = Cassiopeia 
SIRIUS  AND OR  RIGEL   (And see Procyon below) 
DARK  MEN 
DAN (Scorpio)  CAR (Capricorn) MEN (Aquarius)  AN  [Anu] MEND  ARC.  (our orbit) 
DAMN  CRANE (in Pisces) MANNED  ARC [see 2 23 page 10] 
ARM (Cepheus) CAN  END  DAMN  CERN  -                    AN ARC  AMEND  DNA  
DAN (Daniel prophesized in the Bible the 2nd coming, the ‘unholy’ six) MEN-CAR [Cetus/Tau Cetians/end of Pisces] 

Apparently the Second Coming will be in the first week of a Capricorn – a ubiquitous date 
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Salon, Mansol, Tarascon de SEX, l'arc 
Ou` est debout encor la piramide:  
Viendront livrer le Prince Dannemarc  
Rachat honni au temple d'Artemide. 
  
 

REDEEM: (key) Procyon (second to Sirius) 
REDEMPTION: (obsolete) is Libra; SCALES (Europa) 
WORMWOOD: is Artemis Alba  
(and Nostradamus uses Albi as a term for certain greys) 

House (astronomic) Orion, Sun, arson act of SIX (sat acorn) 
 in the heavens (see 2nd coming) sat acorn (stargate) 
Where stands the pyramid (singular) over (depths of hell*) 
Coming over (by Stargate from Orion)  
delivering dark men  from Sirius (Prince) 
Hateful takeover (redemption) to Artemis in the temple        
 ([blackmail]  Wormwood: the threat) or takover of our sun 

H Parks 
*depths of hell in 1 10  

ACORN: oak, a key word for the “range boom” of the “launch” platform of a stage gate stargate 

 
 
 

From Allan Webber 
available for free 

Download  
 Nostradamus: The Serpent's Child  

 
from Kindle for free on 21st & 22nd May . 

 
Download my book on Floods, Fire in the Sky and Religious Wars and 

 
 Nostradamus: Impact on the 21st Century  

 
from Kindle for free on 28th & 29th May 2013.  

 
I would appreciate it if you publicised these dates and encouraged people to leave feedback on the Kindle 

site. 

 
If you don't have a Kindle or an ability to read a .mobi file then the following program is great. 

 
CLICK HERE for Free reader for eBooks including Kindle files (.mobi). 

 
 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00CQV3ZBC
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00CQUPNV8
http://calibre-ebook.com/download

